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Executive summary 

The present deliverable provides a first version of the RADON technical architecture, a delineation 

of the RADON components integration plan and a preliminary outline of the testing approach that 

will be adopted by the consortium for the RADON framework integration. A second and final 

version of the architecture and the integration plan will be described in deliverable D2.4[1].  
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Glossary 

CDL Constraint Definition Language 

CTT Continuous Testing Tool 

DEC_TOOL Decomposition Tool 

DEF_PRED_TOOL Defect Prediction Tool 

FaaS Function-as-a-Service 

GMT Graphical Modelling Tool 

IaC Infrastructure-as-Code 

IDE Integrated Development Environment 

OpsEng Operations Engineer 

QosEng QoS Engineer 

RelMgr Release Manager 

VT Verification Tool 
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1. Introduction 

This document presents the preliminary results of task T2.1: Baselines, requirements and 

architecture plan and task T2.2: Integration plan, tests and documentation of WP2 concerning 

RADON technical architecture, integration practices and integration tests. The final results will be 

included in the final version of the deliverable, D2.4[1], expected at M18. 

1.1. Deliverable objectives 

This deliverable has the following main objectives: 

 Define the RADON framework technical architecture; 

 Outline the integration plan and produce internal guidelines and knowledge about tool 

release and RADON Integrated Development Environment (IDE) integration; 

 Describe the approach that will be adopted for the integration tests, that will ensure that 

RADON components properly interact and communicate data correctly between them to 

accomplish the envisaged functionalities and workflows. 

1.2. Overview of main achievements 

The main achievements of the work reported in this deliverable are: 

 The RADON framework technical architecture, including: 

o the set of components that will be released during the project. The initial high-level 

description included in deliverable D2.1[2] has been improved with the component’s 

features; 

o how RADON components interact to achieve project’s goals, according to the 

workflows identified by the methodology defined in WP3; 

o how RADON components are integrated in the RADON IDE; 

o how RADON models are exposed to RADON tools. 

 The RADON components integration plan 

 A preliminary description of how integration testing will be carried out to guarantee the 

proper interaction and communication of single RADON components 

1.3. Structure of the document 

The rest of this deliverable is structured as follows: 

 Section 2 gives an overview on the reference technologies adopted in RADON that affected 

the architectural decisions; 

 Section 3 presents the overall architecture of the RADON framework; 

 Section 4 describes the tools being part of the RADON framework, focussing on their 

interactions in the context of the RADON architecture; 

 Section 5 outlines the integration activities that will be carried out during the project, and 

the integration tests that will assess whether these activities are successful; 
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 Section 6 draws the conclusions and the work that will be done after the release of this 

deliverable. 
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2. Reference technologies 

The RADON architecture and the applications developed with its framework will rely in practice 

on a set of reference technologies that have been initially outlined in deliverable D2.1[2]. This 

chapter presents a detailed survey of the reference technologies that were selected for adoption in 

D2.1, with a reasoned assessment of their key features and comparison with alternatives. The 

development of the tools that compose the architecture and the integration work will build upon the 

considerations in this chapter during the adoption of the reference technologies. 

2.1. Programming languages 

We refer here to the (application) programming languages supported from an end user perspective. 

Although RADON is conceived as a language-agnostic framework that can operate at different 

abstraction levels (infrastructure topology, architecture, etc.), there is still an expectation of implicit 

support for at least a few baseline programming languages. 

In principle, the validation of RADON will be based upon Java1 and Node.js2. This choice arises 

from: (a) the needs of the use case providers regarding their own applications; (b) the full 

exploitation of the advantages brought by microservices/serverless ecosystems. 

Despite not being ideal for FaaS due to the slow start of the JVM, Java is essential to integrate 

backend services in the microservices-based architecture. For example, it is still the second most 

popular programming language (according to GitHub), used for developing mobile Android 

applications, and present on most legacy and monolithic systems that will serve as decomposition 

targets in the context of RADON. Besides, Java supports various use case applications (e.g., the 

ATC demonstrator featuring a Java backend plus an Android mobile frontend). We plan to support 

Java 8 as the latest version in the market, plus Java 7 for compatibility. 

In the case of Node.js, this is the most popular/de facto standard language for developing web 

applications (according to GitHub) and especially suitable in the context of emerging event-driven 

architectures such as Microservices and Serverless. Native support for asynchronous programming 

made Node.js the weapon-of-choice behind all the commercial serverless platforms, although these 

platforms are increasingly supporting more languages (including Java, among others). We plan to 

support Node.js runtimes available on commercial cloud vendors: at the time of writing, Node.js 

10.x and Node.js 8.10, keeping pace with the release cycle of Node.js in case of 

incompatibilities/deprecations 

 

                                                 
1
 Java: https://www.java.com/en/  

2
 Node.js: https://nodejs.org/en/   

https://www.java.com/en/
https://nodejs.org/en/
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2.2. FaaS frameworks and services 

There are two FaaS-oriented frameworks popular in the open-source community, OpenFaaS3 and 

OpenWhisk4. Both of these two frameworks claim to be Kubernetes-native. Particularly, the former 

is deployable on a Docker swarm, while the latter may only run on a single Docker host. OpenFaaS 

provides templates for building functions in seven languages: C#, Go, Java, JavaScript, PHP, 

Python and Ruby. These templates are Gradle projects that are readily compilable. As for 

OpenWhisk, developers can implement functions in one more language, Swift, but have to create 

their own projects for managing the code. OpenWhisk facilitates the application of three event 

feeding patterns, namely hook, polling and connector, whereas only the first and third ones are 

feasible with OpenFaaS. The integration of a third-party proxy, for example KONG or Traefik, is 

essential for OpenFaaS to secure function calls. By contrast, OpenWhisk ensures the security of 

function calls through built-in utilities, and a third-party proxy may be used as an alternative 

security solution. Table 1 gives a comparison between the two open-source FaaS frameworks. 

Most public cloud platforms offer FaaS compute services, such as AWS Lambda, Google Cloud 

Functions and Microsoft Azure Functions. AWS Lambda has enabled a rich set of languages for 

implementing functions, including C#, Go, Java, Node.js, PowerShell, Python and Ruby. 

Developers of Google Cloud Functions may only choose Go, Node.js or Python, while options for 

Microsoft Azure Functions are limited as well: C#, F#, Java and Node.js. On public cloud 

platforms, the access of functions to other services are under strict control by an identity and access 

management (IAM) system. A function with adequate permission can access persistent storage 

service offered by the platform to read/write data. Function calls may be triggered by events from 

other internal services or by HTTP requests to the API gateway. Monitoring and logging services 

offered by the platform are also applicable to functions for debugging purposes. Google Cloud 

restricts the number of functions per project to 1000. However, developers can create as many 

functions as they want on AWS and Microsoft Azure. Public cloud platforms measure resources 

allocated to each function/host instance in terms of memory. The maximum memory of a 

function/host instance is 3008 MB, 2048 MB and 1536 MB for AWS Lambda, Google Cloud 

Functions and Microsoft Azure Functions respectively. AWS restricts the total concurrency of all 

the functions in an account to 1000, which is upgradable as requested, whereas Google Cloud 

allows each function to have a maximum concurrency of 1000. In particular, there are no 

concurrency limits on Microsoft Azure Functions. The maximum execution time that can be 

specified for a function varies across different platforms as well: 900 s on AWS, 540 s on Google 

Cloud and 600 s on Microsoft Azure. Table 2 gives a comparison between the three commercial 

FaaS services. 

 

 

                                                 
3
 OpenFaaS: https://www.openfaas.com/ 

4 OpenWhisk: https://openwhisk.apache.org 

https://www.openfaas.com/
https://openwhisk.apache.org/
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Table 1. A comparison between OpenFaaS and OpenWhisk 

 
OpenFaaS OpenWhisk 

Start Time Dec 2016 Feb 2016 

Open-Source License MIT Apache v2 

Corporate Backer VMware IBM 

Development Language Go Scala 

Container Platforms Kubernetes, Docker (swarm) Kubernetes, Docker (single 

host), etc. 

Function Coding Style Template-Based Traditional 

Supported Languages C#, Go, Java, Node.js, PHP, 

Python, Ruby 

C#, Go, Java, Node.js, PHP, 

Python, Ruby, Swift 

Event Feeding Patterns Hook, Connector Hook, Polling, Connector 

Security Solutions Proxy Built-in, Proxy 

User Experience Simple & Easy-to-Use Complex & Advanced 

 

Table 2. A comparison between AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Functions and Microsoft Azure 

Functions. 

 
AWS Lambda Google Cloud 

Functions 

Microsoft Azure 

Functions 

Release Time Apr 2015 Jul 2018 Nov 2016 

Supported 

Languages 

C#, Go, Java, Node.js, 

PowerShell, Python, 

Ruby 

Go, Node.js, Python C#, F#, Java, Node.js 
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AWS Lambda Google Cloud 

Functions 

Microsoft Azure 

Functions 

Access Control AWS IAM Cloud IAM Azure RBAC 

Persistent Storage Amazon S3, Amazon 

DynamoDB, etc. 

Cloud Storage, Cloud 

Datastore, Cloud SQL, 

etc. 

Azure Blob Storage, 

Azure Table Storage, 

etc. 

Event Sourcing Amazon S3, Amazon 

SQS, Amazon API 

Gateway, etc. 

Cloud Storage, Cloud 

Pub/Sub, HTTP, etc. 

Azure Blob Storage, 

Azure Queue Storage, 

HTTP, etc. 

Logging and 

Monitoring 

Amazon CloudWatch, 

AWS X-Ray 

Google Stackdriver Built-in Logger, 

Azure Application 

Insights 

Max Number of 

Functions 

Unlimited 1000 per project Unlimited 

Max Memory 3008 MB per function 

instance 

2048 MB per function 

instance 

1536 MB per host 

instance 

Max Concurrency 1000 per account 

(upgradable as 

requested) 

1000 per function Unlimited 

Max Execution Time 900 s 540 s 600 s 

User Impression Mature Evolving Evolving 

 

2.3. Data pipelines 

This section presents the initially chosen technologies for defining and deploying data pipelines 

inside RADON applications. RADON concept of data pipeline is that the application is composed 

of independently deployable, schedulable and scalable pipeline tasks, regardless of whether they 

are microservices, serverless functions or self-contained applications. The goal is to move data 

processing and management away from utilizing monolithic Big Data applications and instead 
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adopt more general data pipelines consisting of freely composable, portable and reusable functions 

and microservices for data transformation, storage and processing. The data pipeline technologies 

initially supported by RADON will be Apache NiFi in private cloud environments and AWS Data 

Pipeline service as the main data pipeline public cloud service.   

Amazon Data Pipelines is an existing Amazon cloud service for orchestrating the movement and 

transformation of data between different AWS cloud services. It allows users to define data-driven 

workflows and schedule them to be executed based on time schedules, events or on-demand 

fashion. Main components of Amazon Data Pipelines are: 

● DataNode - Specifies the location of the data source or destination. Datanodes are available 

for DynamoDB, SQL, RedShift and S3.  

● Activity - Specifies an operation to perform on the data. (e.g CopyActivity, EmrActivity).  

● Schedule -  Specifying when data pipelines activities are initiated. 

● Precondition -  Condition, when pipeline tasks can be executed. 

● Resource - Specifying AWS services or resources that tasks depend on. 

Additional information about the Amazon data pipelines can be found in the AWS Data Pipeline 

Documentation.  

Apache NiFi is an open source platform for orchestrating the movement and transformation of data 

across different systems. Compared to AWS data pipelines, it is freely extendable, supports 

composing existing pipelines into more complex data pipelines and contains hundreds of pluggable 

open source pipeline tasks. Apache NiFi has a subroject MiNiFI for deploying data pipelines (albeit 

somewhat less functional) on resource constrained devices. Main components of NiFi are: 

● FlowFile - Logical notation of a block of data that moves through the pipeline, which 

contains a pointer to the data and its metadata (e.g. path, name, size, priority).   

● Processor - A component that performs specific pipeline actions (e.g. data routing, 

transformation, acquisition, delivery). Processors can have multiple instances running inside 

NiFi Node/cluster.  

● Queue - a queue between two NiFi Processors, can be used for configuring FlowFile 

priorities, back pressure and load balancing policies.  

● Input/Output port - Defines incoming/outgoing data streams, where other pipelines can 

connect to.  

● Process Group - Represents a data pipeline. Allows to compose data pipelines into larger 

ones.  

● Scheduling - For controlling when specific Processors are triggered (timer, event or cron 

driven).  
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● Content Repository - FlowFiles are stored in local NiFi Content Repository and only 

their references are assigned to the queue between processors.  

● FlowFile Repository - Write-Ahead log/registry for FlowFile metadata. 

● Provenance Repository - Stores the event based history of each FlowFile. Can be used to 

keep track of FlowFile specific events.  

A comparative overview of data pipeline concepts from AWS data pipeline and Apache NiFi is 

provided in Table 3. NiFi does not have the concept of a DataNode. Instead, some processors 

directly ingest data from an external data source (e.g. GetFile processor listens to a local directory 

in a file system and GetKafka processor listens to a Kafka topic) and some processors deliver data 

to a destination (e.g. PutKafka publishes data into a Kafka topic). NiFi uses queues as intermediate 

data pipeline component between processors. In AWS data pipeline Activities can be chained 

directly or DataNodes can be used between different data pipeline components or pipelines. 

Table 3. A comparative overview of data pipeline concepts from AWS data pipeline and NiFi. 

General data pipeline 

concepts  

Apache NiFi AWS Data pipeline 

Pipeline Ingress Point 

(Gateway for incoming data) 

Processor (Ingress), 

Input Port 

DataNode, 

Resource (EC2, EMR) 

Pipeline Egress Point 

(Gateway for outgoing data) 

Processor (Egress), 

Output Port  

DataNode, 

Resource (EC2, EMR) 

Intermediate location of data  Queue DataNode 

Data pipeline task  Processor Activity 

Task Schedule Scheduling (internal sub-

component) 
Schedule 

Triggering condition  Processor (RouteOnAtribute, 

RouteOnContent) 
Precondition 

Reusing external Data 

Pipelines (Composing data 

pipelines) 

Process Group,  

Remote Process Group 

N/A 

AWS data pipeline service is more limited than Apache Nifi. While NiFi has hundreds of 

processors available, AWS data pipeline service only covers a small selection of Amazon cloud 

services, providing datanode types for DynamoDB, SQL compatible databases, RedShift and S3. 

The list of pipeline activities are also limited, covering only three types of activities: i) copy 

activity between supported datanodes, ii) activities for initiating data processing application 

inside Elastic MapReduce (RMR) cluster iii) and a special ShellCommandActivity for executing 
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custom Linux shell commands inside an EC2 instance. When users want to initiate data 

movement or transformation actions which are not supported by the existing DataNodes or 

Activities, then the typical approach is to use AWS API commands directly through the 

ShellCommandActivity. The API commands will be executed inside an EC2 instance and if the 

commands involve  downloading or uploading actions, data will be moved through the EC2 

instance. 

Furthermore, Apache NiFi also allows to dynamically compose data pipelines into larger pipelines 

by using NiFi Input and Output Ports to connect individual pipelines. In the case of AWS, data 

pipelines can be composed by using the exact same DataNode (representing an external data 

storage location) between multiple data pipelines. 

2.4. Object stores and databases 

This section presents the available standardised technologies for object store and databases that will 

be considered in RADON. Storage can be achieved by utilising structured or unstructured data 

forms, using technologies, which may be attributed to specific providers or are generic enough to 

facilitate different FaaS-based application development scenarios. 

The RADON models library will support object store entities that link to Amazon runtime 

environments. As such, in RADON, we consider Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3), 

which is a web-based cloud storage service designed for online backup and archiving of data and 

applications on Amazon Web Services. It functions as an object storage service. This means that 

each block is stored as a file with its metadata included and is given an ID number, used to access 

the object via a REST API. S3 is a scalable, high-speed, web-based cloud storage service and can 

cooperate with all other Amazon AWS components like CloudTrail and CloudWatch to provide 

security and monitoring. 

The RADON envisaged use cases that will be used for validation in WP6 consider different 

database technologies. The RADON tools should be able to be configured at both design time and 

runtime to support such technologies, with the aim to hanlde application development that relates to 

storage using MySQL and MongoDB. MySQL is considered to be the most popular object 

relational database system. which is supported by Windows, Linux, Mac, BSD and other 

operational systems and platforms. It uses the Structured Query Language (SQL), the domain 

specific language, to interact with the databases.  

MongoDB is a popular NoSQL database solution, by means of supporting  document like database 

formats with the scalability and flexibility that you want with very convenient querying and 

indexing features that RADON components can use. It is very flexible, since it stores the data in 

JSON-like documents and fields or database structure can vary from time to time. This document 

model maps to the application code object. Because of its advantages (Document oriented storage, 

index on any attribute, replication and high availability, auto-sharding, rich queries), MongoDB is 

widely used in Big data, content management and delivery, mobile and social infrastructure, user 
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data management applications. This is a strong incentive for RADON to be able to support such 

kind of database storage technologies. 

2.5. Container Virtualization 

For container virtualization, Docker will be the virtualization technology supported in the context 

of RADON. Container virtualization, and Docker containers in particular, is a de facto standard for 

implementing microservice architectures as it enables the encapsulation of distinct services, which 

makes it convenient to deploy and scale them independently. Docker containers also work perfectly 

with container orchestration platforms, such as Kubernetes, in order to coordinate deployments of 

multiple independent containers. 

Docker Engine is a software that is based on Linux Containers (LXC) and  provides a more 

convenient way to create, deploy, and run diverse applications by using OS-level virtualization in a 

form of containers. Application developers are able to package all parts of an application, such as 

libraries or other dependencies, and release it using a single artifact into production. Containers 

behave similarly as virtual machines (VM), but instead of packaging the entire operating system, 

Docker containers make use of the Linux kernel they are running on. Thus, the final artifact is 

significantly smaller as only the specifics of an application are part of it.  

2.6. Infrastructure as Code (IaC) 

DevOps promotes the use of an artifact typical of software development, i.e., “source code”, for 

infrastructure designs as well: Infrastructure-as-Code. As such, the entire set of scripts, 

automations, and configuration code, dependencies, and operational parameters can be expressed 

programmatically through standard languages, much like one would use Java code and its many 

libraries to put together her own software application - this practice is what infrastructure-as-code is 

all about.  

OASIS TOSCA Standard. TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud 

Applications) provides a simple and efficient notation to specify reusable nodes and edges as part 

of an infrastructure graph, or topology, using typing of both nodes and edges to increase reuse. 

Paraphrasing from the standard specification itself, TOSCA describes cloud applications as a 

topology using service templates. It provides a system of node and relationship types, where node 

types describe the building blocks for composing service templates and relationship types describe 

connections between them. TOSCA is adopted by as many as 60+ top industrial players (e.g., IBM, 

Nokia, Huawei, Fujitsu, and CA Tech.).  

Configuration Management tools. While TOSCA may help to define and provision the servers 

themselves, the job of configuring those servers is left to other, “configuration management” tools. 

That being said, from the current ecosystem of configuration management tools, the three most 

popular at the moment are Puppet, Chef and Ansible -- Table 4 summarizes a technical 

comparison of those three tools. 
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Puppet, the pioneering configuration automation solution for distributed apps and infrastructure, 

originally developed to automate tasks for sysadmins who would spend ages configuring, 

provisioning, troubleshooting and maintaining server operations.  

Chef is an end-to-end server deployment tool and architecture. Its flexible cloud infrastructure 

automation framework allows users to install apps to bare metal VMs and cloud containers. Agents 

poll the information from master servers that respond via SSH.  

Ansible is the latecomer in the IaC ecosystem, but has gained significant traction as it simplifies 

complex orchestration and configuration management tasks. Ansible features an agentless model as 

it does not require agents on every target system, instead it sends commands to nodes via SSH. 

Ansible stands by its simplicity and the use of YAML, which is aligned with the use of TOSCA 

YAML recent specification. Regarding actual relevance and adoption by practitioners,  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 shows a profiling of GitHub publicly available repositories that mention any of those 

languages as a keyword. From these two axes (technical and popularity) the outstanding tool is 

clearly Ansible. As this is also aligned with Tool Owners and Use Case stakeholders, we decided to 

provide support for Ansible. Nevertheless, the support is easily extensible to any other language, 

especially to those based on YAML.  

Table 4. Technical comparison of IaC Tools/Languages 

 
Ansible Chef Puppet 

Ease of Setup Easy Hard Hard 

Management Easy (Agentless) Hard (Agentful) Hard (Agentful) 

Scalability Highly Scalable Highly Scalable Highly Scalable 

Language YAML DSL (Ruby) DSL (PuppetDSL) 

Programming style Imperative Imperative Declarative 
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Table 5. Popularity Comparison of IaC Tools/Languages* 

 
Ansible Chef Puppet 

Github Repositories  ~98K ~40K ~40K 

Relevant Repositories on Github** 428 216 224 

Stars (Avg) 301 174 94 

(*) Source: https://github.com/search using as search terms ‘ansible’, ‘puppet’ and ‘chef’ 

(**) Repositories with more than 10 Stars and activity (Pulls) in the last 6 months 

 

2.7. Continuous Integration(CI)/Continuous Delivery(CD) 

In order to secure a widespread adaptation of the RADON framework, it is essential to support a 

broad set of CI/CD platforms. The best way of assuring this is to not force a specific platform on 

the end user. CI platforms like Jenkins, Gitlab, Travis, CircleCI and Azure Pipeline all have 

different syntax in how they declare their CI/CD pipelines. We achieve this technology agnosticism 

by providing feature rich CLI (command line interface) for both the CTT and the Orchestrator. 

Then the end user has the freedom to utilize these CLIs based on need. Having said this, we also 

provide Jenkins as a default alternative. This will be a part of the RADON Delivery toolchain. 

Another approach, which is gaining traction lately, is GitOps5. Where commits are picked up by a 

webhook listener and the changes are deployed. We will investigate the potential of GitOps as we 

move forward. 

2.7.1. Integration Practices 

Continuous Integration is a practice within software engineering that advocates frequent integration 

to the upstream main branch, in git terminology referred to as ‘master’. By following this practice, 

one reduces the risk of dealing with major merge conflicts. A smaller change to the codebase 

reduces the chance of overlapping edits. CI also allows team members to frequently pull down each 

                                                 
5 GitOps: https://www.weave.works/technologies/gitops/  

https://github.com/search?q=ansible
https://github.com/search?q=ansible
https://www.weave.works/technologies/gitops/
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others contribution which enables efficient team work. The problem occurring with this practice is 

that there is no verification of code quality other than your subjective judgment. This is where CI 

servers come into the picture.  

  

 

Figure 1. A CI server can be set up in multiple ways, but this is a common scenario. 

 

By using a feature branch like illustrated in the figure above, you avoid the state of a ‘broken 

master’. During the state of a ‘broken master’, you disrupt your colleagues in integrating their 

changes to the main branch or risk that others base their work on your broken code. This problem 

increases with the size of the organization. Stages 4 and 5 from the model describes the tollgate for 

accessing the master branch. In order to make your changes available to your colleagues you would 

have to verify that your contribution comes without errors and that it merges with the existing code 

base. These stages can be coded as conditionals in your CI pipeline. 

Continuous Delivery/Deployment (CD) is actually two different practices, but often grouped 

together due to similarities. While continuous delivery is the continuous creation of release 

candidates, continuous deployment is the practice of frequent releases. The difference is small but 

important. The point is that the continuous delivery enables the deployment. Ideally, each change to 

the master branch should manifest into a release candidate, that has the potential of deployment. 

From there, the actual deployment can be a manual decision or a continuation of the automated CD 

pipeline. More generally you could also say that continuous delivery is about delivering 

incremental value to the customer. As opposed to delivering the end product when its ready. 

 Deploying new software to production has always been related to risks. Risk of downtime, faulty 

functionality or security concerns. By introducing CD, the relative size of each deployment is 

reduced, and with that, the potential risk of breaking changes. In addition, by failing more often, but 

with smaller impact, you also build up resilience in your system to handle such events. Both 

technically and culturally. 

A necessary condition for a company’s successful adoption of CD, is the lack of silos between 

developers and operations department. This is something the DevOps movement is addressing by 
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grouping together people with a broader set of skills from dev, ops and security. As RADON 

targets the DevOps community, facilitating CI/CD practices will be a key factor. 

 

2.8. Eclipse Che 

The RADON development environment will be based on the Eclipse Che technology. 

Eclipse Che is an open source developer workspace server which comes with a cloud integrated 

development environment (IDE). It is released under the Eclipse Public License 1.06 and it is used 

by developers to create applications without the need to install any software on their local system. 

Eclipse Che provides workspaces with runtimes, web IDE and project code. A workspace has its 

own configuration and it can be persisted, versioned, snapshotted and ported to other environments. 

Moreover, the workspaces are collaborative in the sense that can be accessed by multiple users. All 

the services provided by the Che server are reachable through RESTful APIs exposed by a 

workspace manager. These RESTful APIs are used for communication between the integrated IDE 

and the workspace manager but also to provide RESTful access to individual workplaces. The user 

interface provided by the IDE (including components like wizards, editors and toolbar) is 

accessible via a browser from any local or remote device. 

Different program languages (e.g. C, C++, Java, JavaScript, Python), frameworks (e.g. AngularJS, 

Docker, Openshift), builders (e.g. Ant, Maven) and tools (e.g. Git, SSH) are supported by the 

Eclipse Che technology, in line with the project’s objectives. Moreover, it enables custom plugin 

development to add new capabilities. 

Eclipse Che can be extended in its three different components: 

● IDE running in the browser: it can be extended by new local features, such as simple 

actions, new editors and views; 

● Che server: it can be extended by new plugins in order to add new features. Typically, those 

extensions will also affect the IDE (e.g. defining on the server a plugin for a new project 

type will create a menu entry in the “New” dialog of the IDE); 

● Workspace: it can be extended to provide new APIs to be consumed by the Che server. 

These facilities for extensibility provided by the Eclipse Che technology will be used to customize 

the RADON development environment in order to achieve the project needs. 

  

                                                 
6 Eclipse Public License - v 1.0: https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html 

https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html
https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html
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3. RADON Overall Architecture 

This chapter describes the overall architecture of the RADON framework. A preliminary 

presentation of the tools that are planned to be developed in RADON has been provided in D2.1 

[2]. The focus here is to describe how this set of tools interact with each other in order to achieve 

the project’s objectives, according to the RADON workflows identified by the methodology. In 

particular, Section 3.1 provides an overview of how the tools are connected and presents the 

architectural style adopted to integrate some of these tools in the RADON IDE. In Section 0, we 

outline how the RADON models are exposed to the RADON tools, by describing where these 

models are stored, how they are read, updated and shared among teams. Finally, Section 3.3 

provides a detailed description of how the RADON actors identified in D2.1 [2] interact with the 

tools involved in the RADON architecture. 

3.1. Overview 

The RADON framework provides a set of components that realize a set of tools, modules and 

services covering both the design and runtime phases of the application development and 

deployment. Table 6 lists these components, whose functionalities and interactions are described in 

detail in Chapter 4. 

 

Table 6. An overview of the RADON components. 

Name Description Design time/Runtime 

Constraint Definition Language A language for specifying formal 

requirements on RADON models. 

Design time 

Constraint Definition Language 

tool 
A tool for entering and editing 

specifications expressed in the 

Constraint Definition Language. 

Design time 

Continuous Integration / 

Continuous Delivery 

A tool to automate release to 

runtime. 

Runtime 

Continuous Testing Tool A tool for continuous design, 

evolution, deployment, and execution 

of tests. 

Design time 
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Name Description Design time/Runtime 

Data Pipeline Plugins A module that extends the 

orchestrator with the capability to 

control the life cycle of data 

pipelines, introducing the ability to 

automate the movement and 

transformation of data. 

Runtime 

Decomposition Tool A tool for architecture 

decomposition, deployment 

optimization and accuracy 

enhancement. 

Design time 

Defect Prediction Tool A tool that Focuses on Infrastructure-

as-Code (IaC) correctness, code 

smells detection and refactoring at 

IaC blueprints level. 

Design time 

Delivery Toolchain A set of tools for software delivery. Runtime 

FaaS abstraction layer A module that holds the definitions 

required to deploy a particular 

application component to different 

cloud providers. 

Runtime 

Function Hub A public repository for open sourced 

contribution to reusable functions. 

Runtime 

Graphical Modelling Tool A web-based tool to graphically 

model TOSCA applications. 

Design time 

Monitoring System A back-end service-based system to 

collect evidence from the runtime 

environment for supporting quality 

assurance on performance and 

security characteristics. 

Runtime 

Orchestrator A tool for processing and executing 

the TOSCA service templates 

packaged in a Cloud Service Archive 

(CSAR). 

Runtime 

RADON Integrated Development 

Environment 

A web-based development 

environment for multi-user usage that 

integrates some of the RADON tools. 

Design time 
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Name Description Design time/Runtime 

Template Library A common repository for templates, 

blueprints and modules required for 

the application deployment. 

Runtime 

Verification Tool A tool for verifying whether a 

RADON model conforms to a 

specification expressed in the 

Constraint Definition Language. 

Design time 

 

The diagram of Figure 2 depicts the connections among the RADON components. The design time 

components interact with each other and with the runtime components in order to design, prototype, 

deploy and test applications built on serverless FaaS. 

In this context a particular role is played by the RADON IDE. This component will be based on 

Eclipse Che7 technology (for further details see Section 2.8) and provides a multi-user development 

environment to access the RADON artefacts. Indeed, as depicted in Figure 2, the RADON IDE 

interacts also with the Template Library. This is done to access the reusable base types, abstractions 

and TOSCA extensions and make them available to the RADON tools (see Section 3.2), that 

require them to model a RADON application. Moreover, the RADON IDE acts as the front-end of 

the RADON methodology, by enabling users to invoke RADON tools supporting both the design 

and runtime phases of application development. 

 

                                                 
7 Eclipse Che: https://www.eclipse.org/che/ 

https://www.eclipse.org/che/
https://www.eclipse.org/che/
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Figure 2. RADON Architecture. 

 

Some of the RADON components will be directly integrated in the RADON IDE, i.e. they will 

extend one of the following Eclipse Che components, as described in detail in Section 2.8: 

 the browser application  

 the Che server 

 the workspaces  

According to the Eclipse Che extension model, the integrated components will be packaged in one 

of the following modes: 
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 Plugin: for a component that needs to extend the browser application (i.e. to add a new 

editor, panel etc) or to extend the Che Server to add some new REST APIs; 

 Bundle: for the components that provide a docker image to be installed in the Che 

container platform. 

The term standalone refers to the components that are decoupled from the RADON IDE. 

Table 7 reports if and how RADON components will be integrated8 in the RADON IDE. The 

development environment could also be customized in order to add some graphical elements (e.g. 

menus, buttons) useful to show the result data provided by the components not directly integrated 

in the RADON IDE (e.g. open a browser window to show the monitoring results). 

 

Table 7. Integration of RADON components in the RADON IDE. 

RADON Component Integrated in the RADON 

IDE 

Type of packaging 

Constraint Definition Language tool Yes Plugin 

Verification Tool Yes Plugin 

Continuous Testing Tool Yes Bundle (+ Plugin) 

Graphical Modelling Tool Yes Bundle 

Template Library No Standalone 

Decomposition Tool Yes Bundle  (+ Plugin) 

Defect Prediction Tool Yes Bundle 

Orchestrator No Standalone 

Delivery Toolchain No Standalone 

 

                                                 
8 Note that RADON IDE integrated components can also be used as standalone 
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3.2. RADON Models flow 

The RADON models are stored and provided in a file-based repository made publicly available via 

GitHub9. The repository is called RADON Particles[3] and contains reusable base types, 

abstractions, and TOSCA extensions to model RADON applications. Further, the library also 

provides executable blueprints, e.g., the RADON toy example, showing how RADON application 

can be developed. 

However, this repository contains the baseline for any new RADON development project. If a user 

creates a new RADON Workspace to develop a new application, the workspace initializes a 

“modelling project” based on the RADON Particles. Technically, the RADON Particles are 

imported to the newly created RADON Workspace as the local RADON Template Library. 

From here, a user starts the Graphical Modelling Tool (GMT) and models an application. The GMT 

creates, updates, and deletes the respective entities inside the “modelling project”, e.g., newly 

created blueprints or adaptations to existing types are reflected. The GMT always accesses the 

“modelling project” lazily and, therefore, operates on the latest files available. However, a user can 

sync the current modelling state with its own repository by pushing it manually to a Git remote 

repository. 

In terms of integration with other RADON tools, the “modelling project” is accessible for any 

RADON tool that can be launched in the context of a RADON Workspace. The tools can directly 

retrieve the models and adapt them if necessary. However, as the GMT is an integral part of the 

RADON IDE, GMT’s exposed HTTP REST API can be used to retrieve, create, update, or delete 

the entities inside the “modelling project”. For example, there are endpoints to work on available 

service templates, node types, or policy types. The GMT’s frontend application uses the same API 

and, therefore, this could be used by RADON tools as well. 

3.3. Actors and tools in RADON workflows 

The RADON framework supports the development of applications through several stages of its 

lifecycle. At the beginning, we assume that the application does not exist yet or it is in early design 

stages. From that point on, several RADON workflows can take place at different stages -- where a 

workflow is a repeatable sequence or pattern of actions that involve the interaction of several 

RADON tools and users. Note that a workflow is an abstraction to organize and present the 

possible interactions with the RADON framework, and does not imply programmatic orchestration 

of the tools. Workflows can be triggered either by direct interaction of a RADON user with the 

RADON IDE (e.g., verifying constraints on a design) or by a specific RADON tool as a 

consequence of an event (e.g., changing the deployment given monitoring information).   

In the following we depict the workflows that are inherent to the application development lifecycle 

with RADON, considered as an iterative process involving Design, Development (Deployment) 

                                                 
9
 GitHub: https://github.com/ 

https://github.com/
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and Runtime. Table 8 gives an overview of these workflows and the RADON actors and tools 

involved on them, then the following subsections explain each one in detail. 

Table 8. An overview of RADON workflows with involved actors and tools 

RADON workflow Actors* Tools 

Verification Software Designer, QoS Engineer  Graphical Modelling Tool 

 RADON IDE 

 Constraint Definition Language 

 Verification Tool 

Decomposition Software Designer, Ops Engineer 

QoS Engineer 
 Graphical Modelling Tool 

 Decomposition Tool 

 Function Hub 

 Template Library 

 Monitoring System 

Defect Prediction Developer, Ops Engineer  Defect Prediction Tool 

 RADON IDE  

Continuous Testing Developer, Release Manager, QoS 

Engineer 
 Continuous Testing Tool 

 RADON IDE  

 Monitoring System 

Continuous 

Integration/ 

Deployment 

Ops Engineer, Release Manager 

 

 Graphical Modelling Tool 

 Orchestrator 

 RADON IDE 

 Continuous Testing Tool 

 Monitoring System 

Monitoring OpsEng, QoSEng 

 

 Graphical Modelling Tool 

 Orchestrator 

 Monitoring System 

 Decomposition Tool 

 Continuous Testing Tool 

(*) Actors were identified in D2.1[2]. 
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3.3.1. Verification workflow  

Design time 

The Software Designer begins by sketching in the GMT a few generic boxes to indicate the main 

components of the architecture: function(s), databases, data sources, etc. At this moment, the 

Software Designer can annotate the model via the GMT, setting desired properties and constraints 

(e.g. security/privacy requirements) by means of the Constraint Definition Language (CDL) tool. 

The Software Designer can provide examples of desired behavior (e.g., as UML sequence 

diagrams) through the RADON IDE, from which the Verification Tool (VT) can derive and learn 

constraints automatically. Otherwise the constraints can be set manually, requiring certain 

knowledge of the subjacent CDL from the Designer. 

Development time 

Upon the generated models, the Software Designer itself or the QoSEngineer (QosEng) can 

perform static checking upon their validity by means of the VT. Both the CDL tool and the VT are 

integrated into the RADON IDE. Furthermore, when a violation is encountered (e.g., circular calls, 

privacy violations), the Software Designer can open the corresponding artifact(s) in the RADON 

IDE for debugging. 

 

A final conformance check can be performed by the Release Manager (RelMgr) prior to the 

deployment of the application, using the RADON IDE to run the Verification Tool. 

3.3.2. Decomposition workflow 

Design Time 

After a first iteration on applications’ design, the Software Designer already laid down the first 

sketch of the application, or an existing topology was imported into the GMT. Then, the Software 

Designer can run the Decomposition Tool (integrated into the RADON IDE) to get suggestions 

on how to map the abstract components to concrete technologies; and also to adjust the node 

topology -- e.g, to split a monolithic application into microservices, or a microservice into 

serverless functions. The feedback from the Decomposition Tool is sent back to the GMT, 

containing decomposition suggestions and/or the revised TOSCA model. All in all, the Software 

Designer or Operations Engineer (OpsEng) may be asked to authorize the change of the model, 

while the old model will be saved through the GMT versioning system.  

Development Time 

In certain cases, the changes to the topology by the Decomposition Tool may reflect a recurrent 

pattern. If such a pattern is already present in the Template Library, the corresponding TOSCA 

blueprints will be obtained, subject to a final check from the OpsEng. Moreover, the OpsEng may 

decide to include her own blueprints tailored to the application in the Template Library for further 
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reuse. In the same direction, boilerplate, reusable code for serverless functions can be retrieved by 

the Software Developer from the Function Hub. 

Runtime 

Recall that the life cycle of a RADON application is iterative, thus the Decomposition Tool could 

be invoked again in case a refactoring of the architecture is needed -- e.g., by the QoSEng upon 

new knowledge regarding application’s behaviour obtained from the monitoring information. Such 

knowledge can be used to enrich the models in the form of new properties or constraints, enacting a 

feedback loop. 

3.3.3. Defect Prediction workflow 

Development time 

The Software Developer writing the application code, as well as the OpsEng creating and 

maintaining the Infrastructure as Code (IaC) scripts can invoke the Defect Prediction Tool at any 

time through the RADON IDE, to verify the quality and detect errors on the Infrastructure Code 

being developed (Ansible playbooks, TOSCA blueprints, etc.), necessary for the deployment of the 

application.  

The Defect Prediction Tool also provides immediate visual feedback through the RADON IDE, 

e.g., by underlining code smells. The feedback also consists of potential refactorings to be applied 

semi-automatically to cope with these defects. Note that for business logic the developer can rely 

on standard debugging tools already available in the RADON IDE (e.g., linters). 

3.3.4. Continuous Testing workflow 

Development time 

In parallel to the regular application development, the Software Developer can describe via the 

RADON IDE test specifications (typically unit tests) from which test cases will be generated and 

then fed into the Continuous Testing Tool through the RADON IDE, to be run afterwards during 

the CI/CD or testing stages. Additionally, the QoSEng can provide additional and more complex 

tests at this stage, such as integration and performance tests — such tests can be automatically 

derived from the annotated RADON model (having performance policies attached expressing 

performance-related requirements). 

Before deploying the application to production, the Release Manager can also leverage the 

RADON IDE integration to sign-off the deployment package given that he is able to successfully 

execute the tests using the Continuous Testing Tool. 

Development/Runtime 

Afterwards, the Continuous Testing Tool produces a testing report — if the application is already 

in production, this will probably involve also querying the Monitoring System for up-to-date 

information on application’s performance and other metrics. This report is made available to the 
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QoSEng who is concerned on the application's behaviour, by means of, e.g., a browser window in 

the RADON IDE. 

3.3.5. CI/CD workflow 

Development Time → Runtime 

The CI/CD Workflow plumbs together the different tools and artifacts, to move from development 

to runtime stages, by running the Builds and Tests and deploying the application to production. The 

workflow is backed by automation servers such as Jenkins.  

In parallel to the regular application development, the OpsEng feeds the tests generated to the 

CI/CD Pipeline to be run by the Continuous Testing Tool during the testing stages. 

Once the Release Manager has approved the release, the OpsEng can use the GMT to release the 

TOSCA model(s) of the application, that will reach the Orchestrator (e.g., xOpera) via the CI/CD 

Pipeline for instantiation on the target cloud(s). Information from the Monitoring System can be 

used to check the status of the deployed nodes. The CI/CD Pipeline produces a report with the 

deployment results/errors that is integrated into the RADON IDE, e.g., through the built-in 

browser. 

3.3.6. Monitoring Workflow 

Development 

The OpsEng sets up a basic Monitoring support using simple annotations in the TOSCA models. 

The metrics to monitor will be defined by the QoSEng ranging typically on basic resource 

utilization, throughput and response time. 

Runtime 

The Orchestrator deploys the nodes with the necessary logic to gather the Monitoring metrics 

defined during development, which are gathered and stored in a monitoring database being 

maintained by the Monitoring System. 

It is important to notice that in the production Cloud environment, the application is not expected to 

feature any complex control logic, aside perhaps from some limited form of autoscaling, thanks to 

pre-defined autoscaling rules (by the QoSEng) and the information gathered from the Monitoring 

System. Otherwise such information would be used in the feedback loop to improve the suggested 

decompositions and optimizations by the Decomposition Tool, and provide expected parameters 

for the Continuous Testing Tool. 
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4. RADON Components 

In this chapter a description of each tool and their interactions in the context of the RADON 

architecture are provided. The interfaces and interactions among the different tools will take the 

following shape(s): 

(i) Shared model repositories (e.g., Git) containing TOSCA types (e.g., RADON models based on 

"RADON Particles") and service templates/blueprints, that can be used by any tool to retrieve the 

models. This Git repository is created and further checked-out by Eclipse Che and made available 

inside the "RADON Workspace". A user can then start the Graphical Modelling Tool for this 

"RADON Workspace", and GMT is able to CRUD all entities inside this workspace or Git 

repository (the repository can by synced manually with a remote offline). 

(ii) RESTful APIs for the integration of the tools with the RADON IDE (Eclipse Che environment), 

and among the different tools as well. When possible, tools follow a containerized microservice 

architectural style, allowing to expose only the intended functionality and abstracting other details 

— this is inline with the integration/extension model available within the RADON IDE10,11. For 

example, within the Graphical Modelling Tool (Winery), REST resources allow one to get all 

service templates, all node types, policy types etc, becoming also the integration point for the other 

tools. 

Note that the actual methods signature and exchanged object models and formats will be iteratively 

refined in the scope of this and following deliverables. 

4.1. Constraint Definition Language (CDL) tool 

The CDL tool will be a plugin to the RADON IDE that provides functionality for the user to define 

CDL specifications, the space of potential extensions to the current RADON model, and the 

examples used by the VT for learning new constraints. 

4.1.1. Functionalities 

The CDL tool will provide the following functionalities: 

1. Update CDL specification: The CDL tool will allow the user to modify the CDL 

specification. 

2. Define space of extensions: A user can use the CDL tool to define a space of potential 

extensions to the current RADON model, which will be used in various reasoning tasks for 

the VT. 

3. Input examples: A user can use the CDL tool to input examples, in the form of UML 

sequence charts, for the VT to use to learn new constraints for the CDL specification. 

Input/Output Messages. The CDL tool has the following inputs and outputs: 

                                                 
10 https://www.eclipse.org/che/extend/ 
11 https://www.eclipse.org/che/docs/che-6/rest-api.html 

https://www.eclipse.org/che/extend/
https://www.eclipse.org/che/docs/che-6/rest-api.html
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● Inputs: 

○ CDL tool configuration options. 

○ User input CDL specification. 

○ User input definition of space of model extensions. 

○ User input examples for learning. 

○ Additional CDL constraints learned by the VT. 

● Outputs: 

○ CDL specification (used by the VT). 

○ CDL definition of a space of model extensions (used by the VT). 

○ CDL examples for learning (used by the VT). 

The three outputs will be stored with the RADON models. Whenever the CDL specification is 

updated, the CDL tool will output the new specification to the Graphical Modelling Tool. 

4.1.2. Interactions 

In this section we provide the sequence diagrams for the CDL tool. The three interactions depicted 

in the diagram below all follow the same simple pattern. The CDL tool receives an input from the 

RADON user and then passes this input to the Graphical Modelling Tool for storage. For example, 

in the first interaction, the CDL specification is input by the RADON user and passed to the 

Graphical Modelling Tool for storage. 
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Figure 3. CDL tool interactions 

 

4.2. Verification Tool (VT) 

The Verification Tool (VT) provides the functionality for verifying that the current RADON model 

conforms to the CDL specification defined by the CDL tool. The VT will be available as a plugin 

in the RADON IDE, and will be supported by a “VT backend”, which will run in a container. In 

cases where the current RADON model does not conform to the CDL specification, the VT can be 
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used to suggest corrections to the model. If the model does conform, the VT can be used to suggest 

improvements to it with respect to the preferences expressed as soft constraints in the CDL 

specification. The VT can also be used to find an optimal (preferred) completion of a partial 

RADON model, with respect to the CDL specification, and to learn new constraints for the CDL. 

4.2.1. Functionalities 

The VT will provide the following functionalities: 

1. Verify model: The VT will verify that the current RADON model conforms to the CDL 

specification and check for race conditions and deadlocks. It will also verify partial models 

if a space of potential model extensions has been defined in the CDL. 

2. Suggest correction: If the RADON model does not conform to the CDL specification, the 

VT can be used to compute a minimal change to correct the RADON model. 

3. Suggest improvement: If the RADON model does conform to the hard constraints in the 

CDL, but is not optimal with respect to the soft constraints, the VT can be used to compute 

an improvement of the RADON model. 

4. Find optimal completion: If a space of potential model extensions has been defined in the 

CDL, the VT can be used to compute an extension that conforms to the hard constraints in 

the CDL and which is optimal with respect to the soft constraints in the CDL. 

5. Learn constraints: The VT will learn extra constraints to complete the CDL specification, 

based on the examples input in the CDL tool. 

Input/Output Messages. The VT has the following inputs and outputs: 

● Inputs: 

○ Verification tool configuration options. 

○ Definition of the current RADON model. 

○ CDL specification. 

○ CDL definition of a space of model extensions. 

○ CDL examples for learning. 

● Outputs: 

○ Verification result. In the case that the current RADON model conforms to the CDL 

specification, this will be a simple confirmation. In any other case, a graphical 

explanation of why the CDL specification is violated will be returned. 

○ Modified RADON model. 

○ Learned constraints. 

4.2.2. Interactions 

In this section we provide the sequence diagrams for the VT. In the first interaction the RADON 

user requests that the current RADON model is verified. The VT plugin passes this request to the 
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VT backend, which imports the CDL specification and the current RADON model and returns a 

decision as to whether the current RADON model satisfies the CDL specification. The second, 

third and fourth interactions follow the same pattern: the RADON user requests either a correction 

to an invalid model, an improvement to a valid model or a completion of a partial model; this 

request is passed to the VT backend, which imports the CDL specification, RADON model and 

extension space, and returns an updated RADON model. In the fifth interaction, the RADON user 

requests that the VT learns new CDL specification constraints to explain a set of examples. This 

request is passed to the VT backend which imports the existing CDL specification and the 

examples for learning. Finally, the new CDL constraints are returned. 
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Figure 4. VT interactions. 

4.3. Continuous Testing Tool (CTT) 

The Continuous Testing Tool (CTT) provides the functionality for defining, generating, executing, 

and refining continuous tests of application functions, data pipelines and microservices, as well as 

for reporting test results. While targeting to provide a general framework for continuous quality 

testing in RADON, a particular focus of CTT is on testing workload-related quality attributes such 

as performance, elasticity, and resource/cost efficiency.   

4.3.1. Functionalities 

CTT’s functionalities are grouped into three usage scenarios, namely (1) test case definition, (2) 

test execution and (3) test maintenance. 

1. Test case definition: CTT provides RADON modelling capabilities for defining test-related 

information and outputs executable test artefacts from them. 
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2. Test execution: CTT provides the infrastructure to execute the tests and to create a report of 

the results. 

3. Test maintenance: CTT enables the update of existing test case definitions based on 

operational data. 

CTT provides a command-line interface that can be used standalone or from within the RADON 

IDE. 

Input/Output Messages: CTT expects the following inputs and outputs: 

● Inputs: 

○ test specification (annotations, model) for test artefact generation 

○ raw CTT test results for report generation 

○ runtime data from monitoring system for test updating 

● Outputs: 

○ executable test artefacts to be executed within the RADON Runtime 

○ test report as a standalone or within the RADON IDE 

○ raw test results (for future use) 

4.3.2. Interactions 

CTT interacts with the RADON IDE, Runtime, Monitoring System and Orchestrator. The 

following diagram illustrates the interactions based on the usage scenarios and use cases. For the 

test definition, the RADON user interacts with the RADON IDE, resulting in test specifications that 

will be stored with the RADON model. The test case generation is invoked by the RADON user via 

the RADON IDE and is executed by the CTT, resulting in executable test artefacts generated from 

the initial test specifications. The execution of the test artefacts can again be triggered via the 

RADON IDE and executed by the CTT, by involving the Orchestrator for the deployment of the 

application and the test infrastructure as well as the RADON Runtime and Monitoring for 

collecting runtime metrics (e.g., performance-related metrics for response times and resource 

utilization). After the test execution, the CTT creates a test report that can be accessed via the 

RADON IDE. Finally, the RADON user can request the CTT to update parameters (e.g., arrival 

rates) in the test specification. For test maintenance, the RADON user can trigger the CTT to 

update parameters in existing test specifications by including monitoring data obtained from the 

monitoring system.  

Being usable also as a standalone tool, CTT can be invoked without the RADON IDE, e.g., for 

manual execution by the RADON user or for being used as part of the CI/CD pipeline. 
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Figure 5. CTT interactions 

 

4.4. RADON Integrated Development Environment 

The RADON IDE provides standard functionalities to support development activities (e.g. 

debugging functionalities and error checking capabilities) along with specific functionalities to 

achieve the RADON needs. In this section we focus on the latter ones. In particular, the RADON 

IDE provides a shared space where different teams can access the RADON artifacts according to 

their authorizations and an access point for the interactions with the tools involved in the RADON 

architecture. 
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4.4.1. Functionalities 

The functionalities provided by the RADON IDE are grouped into five usage scenarios, namely (1) 

authorization management, (2) manage RADON workspaces, (3) manage application blueprints, (4) 

manage test specification, and (5) deploy application. 

1.   Authorization management. The RADON IDE provides RADON users with a 

registration functionality in order to receive access to the development environment and 

to interact with the RADON framework. Once registered, the RADON user can login 

and, according to his authorizations (defined and managed by the RADON 

Administrator), he can access the shared RADON workspaces. 

2.   Manage RADON workspaces: The RADON IDE provides capabilities to manage 

workspaces and projects within workspaces. In particular, it permits to create a new 

RADON workspace (or open an existing one) having a stack with all the needed tools, 

plugins and extensions enabled, and, moreover, to create a new RADON modelling 

project (or open an existing one) providing a directory structure compliant with the 

GMT. 

3.   Manage application blueprints: The RADON IDE provides RADON users with a front-

end to invoke and use the different RADON tools developed within the project in order 

to manage the application blueprints according to the workflows identified by the 

methodology. 

4.   Manage test specification: The RADON IDE provides capabilities to define test cases 

and run them through the invocation of the CTT. The test results are made available to 

the RADON users via a browser window. 

5.   Deploy application: The RADON IDE allows a RADON user to start the deployment of 

a blueprint application on the production/testing environment. This generates a CSAR 

that is then pushed to the Delivery Toolchain. The monitoring information concerning the 

deployment status is shown on the RADON IDE via a browser window. 

Input/Output Messages: The RADON IDE expects the following inputs and outputs: 

● Inputs: 

○ user information for the registration to the development environment and user 

credentials for the login process 

○ test case descriptions for test specifications 

○ application and provider templates for the deployment process 

● Outputs: 

○ user authorization data enabling the user to access the RADON framework via the 

RADON IDE according to the specified authorization policies 

○ test reports with test results 

○ CSAR for the deployment 
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4.4.2. Interactions 

The RADON IDE interacts with RADON users (i.e. Software Developers, Operations Engineers, 

Release Managers and QoS Engineers). The following sequence diagrams illustrate the interactions 

based on the usage scenarios and use cases.  

Management of authorizations, RADON workspaces and application blueprints. After the 

registration, the RADON user makes the login to the RADON IDE in order to access the 

development environment according to his/her authorizations. Then the user creates (or opens) a 

RADON Workspace and the RADON IDE retrieves the RADON Particles from the Template 

Library. The user at this point creates (or opens) a RADON modelling project and he launches from 

the RADON IDE the GMT in order to graphically model the application. Moreover, he can launch 

from the RADON IDE the CDL to model specific constraints on the application’s nodes (e.g. 

security and privacy constraints), the Verification Tool to verify the specified constraints and the 

Decomposition Tool to get suggestions on possible adjustments on the node topology or on 

deployment optimization. The RADON user can also invoke the Defect Prediction Tool to identify 

defects on the IaC scripts and he can decide to modify the business logic of the application by 

editing the functions source code within the workspace. 
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Figure 6. RADON IDE interactions - Management of authorizations, RADON workspaces and 

application blueprints 

 

Test management and application deployment. The RADON user interacts with the RADON 

IDE to define test cases and to invoke the CTT to generate the defined tests. Then the RADON user 
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invokes the execution of the test cases via the RADON IDE. The application under test is deployed 

interacting with the Orchestrator and the tests are executed by the CTT. This last component also 

interacts with the Monitoring System for collecting runtime metrics. A report with the test results is 

shown to the user on the RADON IDE. Finally, the RADON user can interact with the RADON 

IDE to deploy the application blueprint on the production/testing environment. The application and 

provider templates are retrieved from the Template Library and a CSAR is generated and deployed 

on the Orchestrator. The Orchestrator interacts with the Monitoring System to get information on 

the deployment status. The monitoring results are shown to the RADON user via the RADON IDE. 

 

 

Figure 7. RADON IDE interactions - Test management and application deployment. 
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4.5. Graphical Modelling Tool (GMT) 

The Graphical Modelling Tool (GMT) is developed based on Eclipse Winery, which is a web-based 

environment to graphically model TOSCA-based application topologies. It includes (i) a 

component to manage TOSCA types and templates, (ii) a Topology Modeler that enables to 

graphically compose application topologies and specify configuration properties, and (iii) a file-

based backend to store, import, and export TOSCA entities. 

4.5.1. Functionalities 

The provided functionality of the Graphical Modelling Tool supports four main usage scenarios: 

(1) modelling application topologies, (2) modelling non-functional requirements, (3) creating and 

modifying reusable types, and (4) exporting orchestrator-ready TOSCA artifacts. Further, an HTTP 

REST API is provided as an integration possibility with other RADON tools. 

1. Model application topologies: The Topology Modeler provides the capability to compose 

application topologies graphically. A user can drag and drop RADON modelling types as 

application components to a canvas, can define relati33onships between them, and can 

specify corresponding configuration properties.  

2. Model non-functional requirements: Using GMT’s Topology Modeler it is supported to 

attach non-functional requirements, e.g., to express performance or auto-scaling 

requirements, in the form of TOSCA policy entities. Such policies can be attached to single 

nodes or groups of nodes in an application topology.  

3. Create and modify reusable types: GMT provides the functionality to create, modify, or 

delete reusable types that can then be used in application topologies. A web-based user-

interface allows to manage all TOSCA entities, their properties, and artifacts. 

4. Export orchestrator-ready blueprints: GMT supports exporting modelled applications in 

TOSCA’s CSAR format, which can then be passed as an input to the RADON orchestrator. 

5. HTTP REST API: GMT exposes an HTTP REST API that can be used to retrieve, create, 

update, or delete all entities of its file-based backend. The API provides the functionality to 

integrate other RADON tools. For example, there are respective endpoints to list, create, 

update, or delete managed RADON modelling types (e.g., TOSCA node types, TOSCA 

policy types) and RADON Models (e.g., TOSCA service templates). 

Input/Output Messages: Expected inputs and outputs of the GMT are as follows: 

● Inputs 

○ Type definitions according to TOSCA’s Simple Profile in YAML Version 1.2 

○ Template definitions according to TOSCA’s Simple Profile in YAML Version 1.2 

○ TOSCA CSAR compliant ZIP files to import types and templates 

○ REST API: JSON 

● Outputs 
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○ Types and templates serialized to GMT file-based backend according to TOSCA’s 

Simple Profile in YAML Version 1.2 

○ TOSCA CSAR compliant ZIP files as export format 

○ REST API: JSON 

4.5.2. Interactions 

Create “Modelling Project” and modify types. A RADON user utilizes the RADON IDE to 

create a new RADON Modelling project. The RADON IDE creates a respective workspace and 

imports the current RADON Particles as a local Modelling Project (template library) to the 

workspace. The Modelling Project contains reusable RADON modelling types as well as ready-to-

use RADON Models in the form of executable blueprints. The RADON user can use the GMT 

(Winery Management UI) to view, create, or modify these types inside the local workspace. 

 

 

Figure 8. GMT interactions - Create “Modelling Project” and modify types. 
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Create new application topology. The RADON user employs the GMT (Winery Management UI) 

to create a new application blueprint in the form of a TOSCA topology template. By using the 

Winery Topology Modeler, a drag-and-drop interface can be used to model an application topology 

graphically, which is saved to local Modelling Project. For modelled application components, the 

respective source code project can be opened in the RADON IDE. 

 

Figure 9. GMT interactions - Create new application topology. 

 

Export as TOSCA-compliant CSAR. To execute the application deployment using RADON’s 

orchestrator, the RADON user can export the modeled application topology as a TOSCA compliant 
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CSAR file from the GMT (Winery Management UI). The CSAR contains everything that is 

required to execute the deployment including all business component artifacts (e.g., FaaS function 

code) as well as “infrastructure as code” artifacts for deployment execution. 

 

Figure 10. GMT interactions - Export as TOSCA-compliant CSAR. 

 

4.6. Template Library 

The template library is a repository of application runtime management definitions including the 

blueprints, high-level system abstractions, application abstractions (including data pipeline 

components) and TOSCA language extensions. One of the specific parts of Template Library is the 

FaaS abstraction layer that holds the definitions required to deploy a particular application 

component to different cloud providers. 

4.6.1. Functionalities 

The Template library functionalities are very atomic and are usually enclosed in the regular actions 

between RADON IDE and the rest of the delivery toolchain tools. There are three scenarios 

requiring the Template Library which are explained in the following: 

1. Application planning: at the application design step the RADON IDE and graphical 

interface requires a list of all template definitions from Template Library to understand 

which templates exist and could be reused for a specific application and deployment plan 
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(e.g. if templates cover the targeted provider). 

2. CSAR generation: when application is designed and is ready for deployment, a CSAR needs 

to be generated and forwarded to the orchestrator. The Template Library provides necessary 

templates that are included in this CSAR. 

3. Blueprint design: The blueprint or its parts could be designed separately. In this task it is 

assumed that a RADON user would like to support new functionalities or new providers 

that require new blueprint artefacts or blueprints that are not created only for deployment 

but rather as an example or closed workflow to use. 

Input/Output Messages: Description of the expected input and output messages 

● Inputs/requests: 

○ Template to be stored 

○ Modified template 

○ Template identifier, to retrieve the template 

○ Template identifier, to check existence of the template 

○ Template filter, request for the list of templates 

● Outputs: 

○ Blueprint/template 

○ FaaS abstraction template 

○ Boolean, template exists 

○ Response (success, error report) 

○ List of templates 

4.6.2. Interactions 

The Template library is the central point for retrieving and storing the application artifacts as 

modules, blueprints and FaaS abstraction modules. The sequence diagram presents specific tasks of 

the core template library functionalities, namely application planning, blueprint design and CSAR 

generation. 
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Figure 11. Template Library interactions 
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4.7. Decomposition Tool 

The decomposition tool is present to help RADON users in finding the optimal decomposition 

solution for an application based on the microservices architectural style and the serverless FaaS 

paradigm. 

4.7.1. Functionalities 

A set of functionalities is provided by the decomposition tool in support of three typical usage 

scenarios: (1) architecture decomposition, (2) deployment optimization, (3) accuracy enhancement. 

1. Architecture Decomposition: The tool can be used to generate a coarse-grained or fine-

grained RADON model from a monolithic one, which will be realized through the analysis 

of functional dependencies among interfaces and the application of appropriate architectural 

design patterns. 

2. Deployment Optimization: In this scenario, the tool is used to obtain the optimal deployment 

scheme for either a platform-independent or platform-specific RADON model, minimizing 

the operating costs on the target cloud platform under the performance requirements. 

3. Accuracy Enhancement: The tool can also be used to enhance the accuracy of performance 

annotations according to runtime monitoring data so that a better result may be achieved by 

rerunning the optimization program afterwards. This enables an iterative lifecycle for 

developing RADON applications. 

Input/Output Messages: The expected inputs and outputs of the decomposition tool are as 

follows: 

● Inputs: 

○ options specified for architecture decomposition 

○ definition of the RADON model to be decomposed 

○ options specified for deployment optimization 

○ definition of the RADON model to be optimized 

○ options specified for accuracy enhancement 

○ definition of the RADON model to be enhanced 

○ performance monitoring data collected at runtime 

● Outputs: 

○ definition of the decomposed RADON model 

○ definition of the optimized RADON model 

○ definition of the enhanced RADON model 

4.7.2. Interactions 

The following sequence diagrams illustrate how a RADON user would interact with the 

decomposition tool through the RADON IDE and what messages would occur between the 

decomposition tool and other tools in the three usage scenarios. 
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Architecture Decomposition. To decompose a monolithic RADON model, the user needs to open 

the decomposition panel, specify relevant options, for example the granularity level, and then 

launch the decomposition program, which will invoke the Graphical Modelling Tool to import the 

original model and export the resulting model. 

 

Figure 12. Decomposition Tool interactions – Architecture Decomposition 

 

Deployment Optimization. In this scenario, the user needs to open the optimization panel, where 

they can specify relevant options, such as the solution method and the time limit, and launch the 

optimization program. The Graphical Modelling Tool will be invoked by the optimization program 

to import the original model and export the resulting model. 
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Figure 13. Decomposition Tool interactions – Deployment Optimization 

 

Accuracy Enhancement. To enhance the accuracy of performance annotations, the user needs to 

open the enhancement panel, specify relevant options, for example the benchmarking technique, 

and then launch the enhancement program, which will invoke the Graphical Modelling Tool and 

the monitoring system to import the original model, acquire runtime performance data and export 

the resulting model. 
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Figure 14. Decomposition Tool interactions – Accuracy Enhancement 

 

4.8. Defect Prediction Tool 

The defect prediction tool is present to help RADON users to find suspicious defective 

Infrastructure-as-Code (IaC) scripts enabling DevOps operators to focus on such critical scripts 

before deployment and during Quality Assurance activities, allocate effort and resources more 

efficiently, enabling Continuous Deployment, accelerating release cycles by reducing time to 

production and ultimately cutting costs. 

4.8.1. Functionalities 

A set of functionalities is provided by the defect prediction tool through RESTful APIs in support 

of two typical usage scenarios: (1) model training, (2) real-time defect prediction. In the former 

scenario, the defect prediction model is trained in the background on the server that instantiates it 

and is tested to improve its performance as more defective scripts are gained or scraped by online 

repositories. It can be fed by users that can correct the model whenever they notice 

misclassifications or want to contribute by inserting new unseen defective scripts. In the latter 

scenario, the defect prediction tool is used by external components, such as a RADON IDE plugin, 

in real-time, either online or offline. It is worth noting that the RESTful APIs provide the model 
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itself alongside the functionalities for the aforementioned scenarios to allow external components to 

use it offline. Specifically, the provided functionalities are: 

● Train model: a DevOps operator (tool or user) can train the model when a new defective 

script, or a set of, is added to the database of defective scripts. 

● Feed model: a DevOps operator can manually feed the model by giving defective and/or not 

defective IaC scripts, properly analyzed and labelled. In particular, we deal with two 

specific cases when feeding the model, as explained below: 

○ Add a new defect-free or defective script: an operator can manually label a script that 

was not previously present in the training dataset as “defective” or “defect-free” and 

send it to the defect prediction tool through the provided APIs. The script will be 

added to the list of defective/not defective scripts and used to progressively train and 

update the model. 

○ Update prediction: an operator can manually amend the label of an existing script 

that was wrongly classified and send it to the defect prediction tool through the 

provided APIs. The script’s label in the training set will then be replaced by the 

correct version and used to re-train the model. 

● Get model: a DevOps operator (tool or user) can download the model and run it offline, 

instead of calling the APIs on each detection. 

● Run detection: a DevOps operator (tool or user) can call the last model stored or the 

RESTful APIs to start the analysis of the desired IaC script (e.g., from an IDE). The API 

dispatches the control to the defect prediction tool to start the detection. The defect 

prediction tool returns a boolean value indicating whether that script has been classified as 

defective (true) or not (false), which in turn is returned to the original callee. 

Input/Output Messages: The expected inputs and outputs of the defect prediction tool are as 

follows: 

● Inputs: 

○ an IaC script in one of the supported languages (e.g., Ansible, TOSCA). 

● Outputs: 

○ Error message: “Language not supported” if the language is not Ansible or TOSCA. 

○ A JSON file consisting of a boolean outcome and a list of metrics values. The 

outcome is true if the script is classified as defective, false otherwise. The metrics 

values represent the value of the metrics extracted by the tool and that are used by 

the model for the detection. The returned metrics can vary as the model can do 

through its lifecycle. 
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4.8.2. Interactions 

Offline usage. The plugin is used offline to provide classifications instead of using the online APIs 

for each detection. To do so, the first time the plugin must download the model from the APIs 

(getModel()). Afterwards, the detection can run offline, unless an updated version of the model is 

available and ready for download. In that case is up to the operator whether to continue using the 

current model or download the new version. 

 

 

Figure 15. Defect Prediction Tool interactions – Offline usage 

 

Real-time usage. The plugin is used for real-time detection by calling the APIs which always 

provide predictions with the most up-to-date model, that is the one with best performance over 

time. In particular, the RADON IDE dispatches the prediction to the plugin, which in turn calls the 

API responsible to start a new prediction, and passes it a plain IaC script (e.g. an Ansible .yml file). 

The API extracts the relevant metrics from the script (those useful for the prediction as stated by the 

model) and returns a JSON response containing the outcome of the detection (i.e., “defective” or 

“not defective”) and further information about the values of those metrics. These are then shown to 

the operator by the RADON IDE. 
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Figure 16. Defect Prediction Tool interactions – Real-time usage 

 

Model feeding. Manual labelling of defective scripts is very helpful to improve the model. 

Through the APIs, a DevOps operator can manually feed the model by adjusting the label of an 

existing IaC script or passing a new unseen script, properly analyzed and labelled. If the script is 

already present in the training set, the label will be edited by the APIs with the one provided by the 

operator, otherwise the new script with the provided label will be added to the training set. In both 

cases, the script will be used to re-train the model in order to achieve better performance and 

accuracy. 
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Figure 17. Defect Prediction Tool interactions – Model feeding 

 

4.9. Orchestrator 

The orchestrator puts the application into the runtime environment with enforcing the state 

described by application blueprint (CSAR) onto the targeted provider(s). The common operations 

are deployment, scaling and cleanup or un-deploy and are executed on different target environment 

as staging, development and production.  

4.9.1. Functionalities 

The orchestrator receives the instructions from RADON IDE and tightly interacts with monitoring. 

The functionalities are: 

1. Deploying the application: At this stage orchestrator interprets the CSAR and enforce its 

blueprint on the infrastructure. Beside pure deployment of the application, orchestrator must 

be able to configure triggering events for FaaS and setting up the monitoring metrics. In 

addition, the data pipeline orchestration module of the tool controls the life cycle of data 

pipelines, introducing the ability to automate the movement and transformation of data.  

2. Metrics and event configuration: to support the application flow and scalability of the 

application, the events need to be configured and appropriate monitoring service needs to be 

subscribed.  

3. Scaling: When monitoring detects a specific event, e.g. load threshold is reached, the 
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scaling is initiated. From the Orchestrator perspective all scaling possibilities are available if 

application or infrastructure provider can handle, namely: 

a. Horizontal (up) scale: adding additional VMs, containers, functions 

b. Vertical (our) scale: increasing the operational capacity (as CPU, RAM, IOPS, etc.) 

of VMs, containers and functions.  

4. Un-deploying and deactivation: At the point when the application lifecycle reaches the end, 

application instances are removed from the environment. Similarly all configurations needs 

to be removed or void. 

Input/Output Messages:  

● Inputs 

○ CSAR - application blueprint including the metrics and scaling options. Events - 

orchestrator must be able to receive events for start/stop actions and scaling. 

● Outputs 

○ Success/Error message - the status notification for RADON IDE. 

4.9.2. Interactions 

The orchestrator receives inputs from RADON IDE and from monitoring and mainly interacts with 

infrastructure provider, monitoring and RADON IDE. As the sequence diagram below depicts, all 

functionalities are a part of the application lifecycle. First and last steps are deployed, where 

everything is set and configured, and un-deploy, where orchestrator cleans after the application 

came to an end and maybe do some archiving as making a backup of the application states and 

databases. The diagram also includes scale and update which are the functions that can happen 

during the application lifecycle. 
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Figure 18. Orchestrator interactions 

4.10. Delivery Toolchain 

The delivery toolchain is a set of tools configured at one place with one goal - to deliver the 

application to the production site. To achieve the final step, delivery, with a success, a set of 
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previous steps needs to be successfully accomplished. Delivery toolchain provides the single point 

of configuration management including CI/CD, monitoring and orchestration. 

4.10.1. Functionalities 

In general, delivery toolchain is a set of tools and inherits the functionalities from the particular 

enclosed tool. The orchestration and monitoring are intrinsic processes frequently used inside the 

delivery toolchain. Due to their high importance they were already presented in detail Section 4.9. 

The CI takes care of the automatic code compiling and packaging, while CD takes packages and 

takes care of automated deployment. Main functionalities of the whole delivery toolchain are: 

1. Monitoring: one of the important delivery tools is monitoring which provides insight of the 

application execution and crucial information required to take actions or trigger events. 

2. Continuous integration (CI): Continuous integration tool will take care of merging the code, 

functions and configurations together and test it. The sub-functionalities are: 

a. Code check (CSAR check) 

b. Code compilation 

c. Unit testing 

d. Application packaging 

3. Continuous delivery (CD): Continuous delivery expands CI and provides also the 

deployment of the new application versions in staged or production environment. . The sub 

functionalities are: 

a. Application package check 

b. Production deployment 

c. Unit/deployment testing, if application in production response as expected. 

d. Update application. 

4. Application lifecycle, orchestration: All functionalities related to the orchestrator (discussed 

in previous section). 

Input/Output Messages:  

● Inputs: 

○  CSAR - e.g. application definition 

○ CI/CD configuration e.g. location of monitoring service, versioning system, 

providers. 

○ Provider configuration (location and credentials, etc.) 

● Outputs: 

○ (Verified) Application package - the compressed file of everything required to run 
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FaaS application.) 

○ Success/Error message  

4.10.2. Interactions 

The delivery toolchain sequence diagram presents the tasks of CI/CD in detail. The CI steps follow 

a general approach of collecting the last versions of the application together, building it and 

perform the test on a deployed environment. After the test is finished, RADON IDE gets a response 

enclosing the error/warning log messages or application approval for delivery. 

The CD steps take over the CI, after the user approves the final application version. When the 

application is approved and set for deployment, the CD makes all necessary steps to deploy an 

application and also test if the deployment is live and running as expected. The same procedure of 

deploying and testing repeats in case of application update. 
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Figure 19. Delivery Toolchain interactions 
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5. Integration 

This chapter presents the integration activities that will be carried out during the project. Section 

5.1 describes the preliminary integration plan between the tools focusing on the most important 

milestones. Section 0 describes the integration testing approach adopted in the RADON project to 

verify that the integrated components communicate correctly. 

5.1. Integration Plan 

Table 9 reports for each milestone the expected due date, along with the set of features that are 

planned to be included in the RADON framework. 

In particular, MS3 refers to the definition of early prototypes for individual tools with a preliminary 

working subset of the envisioned features. MS4 refers to an integrated alpha release for the 

RADON framework to consolidate the first year results with lab validations. MS5 refers to a beta 

release including also initial results of validation and demonstration activities carried out on the  

industrial use cases. MS6 refers to the final release on the RADON framework on which the tools 

are fully integrated along with their intended capabilities. 

Table 9. Preliminary integration plan. 

Milestone Due Date RADON 

Framework 

release 

Included features 

MS3 M12 - Initial prototypes for individual tools: 

Initial version of: 

● RADON IDE: set-up of RADON integrated 

development environment based on the 

Eclipse-Che technology. Definition of 

preliminary authorization policies, based on 

RADON user’s roles.  

● GMT: Provided as a standalone Docker image 

being able to maintain YAML TOSCA entities 

by exposing a user-interface and REST API. 

The entities reside in a local repository linked 

to the container as a Docker volume. Export of 

TOSCA CSARs for processing with the 

RADON Orchestrator. 
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Milestone Due Date RADON 

Framework 

release 

Included features 

● VT: Provided as a standalone Docker image. 

This initial version will be able to verify that a 

given RADON model satisfies a CDL 

specification and suggest 

corrections/improvements to RADON models. 

● Orchestrator: Provided as a standalone CLI 

application that is able to deploy simple FaaS 

application descibed in TOSCA. CSARs may 

be supported, but not fully functional yet. This 

may also support deployment of services using 

data piepeline plugins either in private or in 

public cloud. 

● Monitoring System: Provided as a service to 

facilitate the collection of basic perfomance 

metrics and their analysis for use in other 

RADON tools. 
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Milestone Due Date RADON 

Framework 

release 

Included features 

MS4 M18 1.0a1 First alpha release of the RADON Framework: 

Initial version of: 

● CTT: The tool can generate executable test 

artifacts from RADON models, including 

information about the system under test, test-

related information and the test infrastructure. 

The version is supposed to be an end-to-end 

prototype that supports a subset of the features 

(annotations, testing tools) with a focus on 

load tests. The initial version will provide 

functionality for testing both FaaS and data 

pipelines. The tool is packaged as a standalone 

tool that can be used via a first version of the 

REST API. 

● DEC_TOOL: The initial version of the 

decomposition tool will provide functionalities 

for deployment optimization. The tool will be 

packaged as a standalone Docker image with a 

REST API in support of these functionalities. 

● DEF_PRED: The tool can predict defects on 

IaC blueprints in at least one language 

(Ansible or TOSCA), based on a model 

trained with a dataset of existing IaC 

blueprints with good accuracy (80%). 

Provided as a standalone tool with a REST 

API. 

● CDL tool: This will be a plugin to the 

RADON IDE that supports editing CDL 

specifications and defining a space of RADON 

models. 

● Template library: Provided as a place to store 

and version templates used for deployment 

and improving the designs of template. At this 

stage applications blueprints could refer to the 

template library but the integration will not be 

established to all components that rely on 
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Milestone Due Date RADON 

Framework 

release 

Included features 

template library (GMT, RADON IDE, 

Orchestrator, etc.). 

● FUNCTION HUB: This platform will serve 

open source, reusable functions. 

Intermediate versions of: 

● RADON IDE: The tool provides authorization 

capabilities in the context of a multi-user 

development environment. A RADON user 

can create a new RADON Workspace and a 

RADON modelling project on it providing 

access to the RADON Particles. The initial 

and intermediate versions of the tools released 

at M12 and M18 are  integrated in the 

development environment and a custom menu 

is provided to invoke them. 

● GMT: Docker container is running within 

Eclipse Che runtime. GMT user-interface can 

be launched from a RADON Workspace. A 

“modelling project” inside the RADON 

Workspace is linked to the Docker container 

and serves as the GMT’s repository. GMT 

provides “jump-to-code” functionality for 

source code projects linked to a RADON 

model. CDL statements can be defined and 

stored with the RADON models. 

● Orchestrator: The improved version of the 

orchestrator will be able to deploy CSARs 

following the TOSCA 1.3 standard. The 

Orchestrator will be have the defined API that 

enables the developing of REST interface in 

the next stage. Data Pipeline plugins within 

the orchestrator will have capability to support 

the deployment of data pipeline blocks in 

private and public cloud with basic 

functionalities. 
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Milestone Due Date RADON 

Framework 

release 

Included features 

MS5 M22 1.0b1 Second beta release of the RADON Framework: 

 

Intermediate versions of:  

● RADON IDE: Intermediate version of the 

RADON IDE that improves the version 

released at M18 and integrates the 

intermediate and final version of the RADON 

tools released up to M22. 

● CTT: First release of the tool that supports a 

rich set of test annotations and test types for 

test generation. Basic support for updating of 

test cases from operational data is included. 

● DEC_TOOL: The intermediate version of the 

decomposition tool will provide functionalities 

for architecture decomposition. The REST 

API of the tool will be extended to support the 

new functionalities. 

● Template library: The intermediate version of 

template library will be already integrated with 

a subset of tools that require its functionality. 

The subset will be defined by the speed of 

development of other tools. The tools that will 

earlier achieve more mature state, will get the 

integration with Template library first. At this 

stage the library will include blueprints for 

deploying FaaS applications for two targeted 

providers from chosen four. 

● FUNCTION HUB: The intermediate 

version will provide the option of hosting 

closed source functions. 

Final version of: 

● GMT: Fully integrated in RADON 

development workflow. GMT’s REST API 

can be used by RADON tools for integration.  
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Milestone Due Date RADON 

Framework 

release 

Included features 

● CDL tool: This will be a plugin to the 

RADON IDE that supports editing CDL 

specifications, defining a space of RADON 

models and defining examples in the form of 

sequence charts, for the VT’s specification 

learning function. 

● VT: Provided as a standalone Docker image. 

The final version will support the full 

functionality described in Section 3.2 

● Monitoring System: This version will enhance 

the reasoning on collected metrics to facilitate 

the interaction with the intended RADON 

tools (e.g. Orchestrator). 

MS6 M27 1.0rc1 Final release of the RADON Framework: 

 Final version of: 

● RADON IDE: Final version of the RADON 

integrated development environment that 

integrates the final versions of the RADON 

tools released at M24 and M27 

● CTT: Final version of the tool, particularly 

with the completed test update features. 

● DEC_TOOL: The final version of the 

decomposition tool will provide functionalities 

for accuracy enhancement. The REST API of 

the tool will be extended to support the new 

functionalities. 

● DEF_PRED: Final Version of the tool with 

support for at least two IaC languages 

(Ansible, TOSCA) and capabilities for defect 

prediction and code smells detection. The tool 

is containerized and can be used from within 

the RADON IDE and/or as a standalone. 

● Template library: The final version of the 

Template library will be fully integrated with 
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Milestone Due Date RADON 

Framework 

release 

Included features 

all tools (GMT, RADON IDE and 

Orchestrator). The template library will be 

populated with necesarry blueprints and 

models that are required for deployment of the 

RADON applications on targeted FaaS 

providers. 

● FUNCTION HUB: The final version will be 

an integrated component in the delivery 

toolchain. 

 

5.2. Framework Integration Testing 

While the unit tests of single tools pertain to the Continuous Testing Tool (developed within WP3), 

here we instead focus on the approach that will be adopted for integration tests between the tools 

released in the RADON Framework, which will also be developed using a DevOps methodology. 

According to the DevOps methodology, the testing activity is carried out during the whole software 

development and delivery lifecycle, and includes testing the newly created application functions 

and microservices at various levels, starting with validation of functionality by applying unit tests 

and continuing with integration tests, up to performance tests. 

Integration test is the phase when individual components are combined and tested as a group, 

aiming at ensuring that each component integrates correctly with other components in order to 

make sure that they properly interact and communicate data correctly between them. 

Traditionally, integration takes place between unit testing and validation testing, but in a DevOps 

methodology every committed piece of code triggers a build cycle, therefore this delineation of 

phases is not so clear-cut and all types of tests seem to happen together. Nevertheless, the main 

challenge is represented by the difficulty of testing integration of components still under 

development. 

Several testing approaches have been proposed: 

● Big Bang Testing waits until all components are completed before any integration testing is 

carried out. This type of testing can be both cost and resource intensive; 

● Incremental Testing allows to test pair of interacting components as soon as they are 

completed. This type of testing is clearly more efficient, but the efficiency of incremental 
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testing can even be improved by using stubs, .i.e. small segments of code simulating the 

response of the incomplete component; 

● Top Down Testing  involves testing the high level or parent component(s) first and lower 

level components as development is completed and they are integrated. Unless lower level 

components are integrated, stubs are used to simulate their data response; 

● Bottom Up Testing plans that lower level components are tested first before they are 

integrated with their parent component. Stubs are used to simulate the parent components 

data response until the parent component development and integration is completed. 

In order to detect and resolve possible issues in the integration as soon as possible, in the RADON 

project, we have chosen to adopt the incremental testing approach for integration tests of the tools 

released within the RADON Framework. 

In a DevOps environment, incremental testing is typically the preferred approach, because it offers 

the most efficient use of development and testing resources. Tests can be carried out on a 

component as soon as  its development is completed. To efficiently test in this manner, the new 

component must either be tested against existing completed modules in a dedicated test 

environment or against Stubs. Stubs can be stored in a dedicated repository to enable quick 

repetitive integration testing use. 

Integrated testing will be executed mainly in two directions: 

1) Pairwise testing targeting pairs of interacting components, identified by examining the 

interactions between RADON tools depicted in the sequence diagrams reported in chapter 3.  

2) Integrated testing among all RADON components, essentially validating the overall 

workflow in Eclipse Che. To do that, a storyboard inspired by the RADON workflows (see 

section 2.3) and the RADON IDE sequence diagrams (see Section 4.4.2) will be defined, so 

that a first round of testing could be performed as early as the first RADON Integrated 

Framework is released (M18). 

The identified targets of the pairwise testing are: 

● Constraint Definition Language - Graphical Modelling Tool 

● Constraint Definition Language - Verification Tool 

● Continuous Testing Tool - Monitoring system 

● Continuous Testing Tool - Orchestrator 

● Decomposition Tool - Monitoring System 

● Graphical Modelling Tool - Decomposition Tool 

Besides the pairs listed above, also the interactions between the RADON IDE and all the tools 

directly integrated in it (see Table 7) will be tested.  
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Since Jenkins has been chosen as the default automation server for Continuous Integration, it will 

be used also to support automated pairwise integration testing of the RADON Framework. 

Therefore, the integration tests will consist of Jenkins jobs that will be added to the jobs in charge 

of building and deploying single components. When a change in the code repository of a 

component occurs, Jenkins will run several12 separate jobs: (i) the “build” job associated to the 

component that downloads the code, compiles it, packages it and uploads the created artefact to a 

repository and (ii) the “integration tests” job(s) executing the integration binary to test the artefacts 

generated by (i). In this way we can be confident that the two components under pairwise test 

continue to communicate correctly. 

Details on test definitions and test time plan will be specified in the next deliverable D2.4[1], when 

the format of  data exchanged between RADON tools, at the moment broadly in Chapter 4, will be 

refined and generalized. 

  

                                                 
12

 The number of jobs depends on the number of pairwise testing the updated components are involved in. If 

they are involved in no pairwise test, only the build job will be executed. 
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6. Conclusions 

This deliverable presents the RADON framework technical architecture, by describing in detail the 

RADON components being part of the framework, how they interact and how they use the 

RADON models presented in D4.3[3].The architecture will be refined in the future according to the 

final requirements, included in D2.2[4] at M18; the final version will be reported in deliverable 

D2.4[1].  

The document concentrates also on the integration of the RADON components in the RADON 

IDE, according to the architectural principles of Eclipse Che, i.e. the technology the RADON IDE 

will be based on. A plan detailing the time plan of the integration of the RADON components in 

the RADON IDE is also presented. In the future, guidelines to extend Eclipse Che Development 

Environment will be provided. 

Another aspect taken into account in this deliverable is the testing approach to adopt for integration 

testing. The incremental approach and pairwise testing have been chosen to verify that the RADON 

components correctly interact and make sure that new releases do not break dependencies or cause 

technical issues to any party. This preliminary work will be enhanced with test definitions and test 

plan in the future, when the format of the data exchanged between RADON tools will be better 

defined, and given an account in the final version of this deliverable. 
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